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The dehydrogenation (DH) of alkanes to
alkenes is often coupled with the formation of
alkyl radicals, which can undergo numerous
side reactions.
In our recent work, we investigated the
stability of a number of alkanes, alkenes, alkyl
radicals and their corresponding gas phase
reactions using accurate ab-initio electronic
structure calculations (including CBS-QB3
method).1 The reaction preference of alkyl
radicals was correlated with the structure of
corresponding products. Several radical
reactions, including competing radical
recombination and alkene formation (DH),
were investigated. Our results demonstrated
Figure 1. Gibbs reaction energies of alkene formation vs. radical recombination of
that the alkene formation can be preferred
C1-C4 and C7-C8 alkyl radicals using the CBS-QB3 method at 298 K.
over radical recombination at high
temperatures, whereas radical recombination is preferred at 298K (Figure 1). Additionally, we identified a
correlation between the hydrogen abstraction Gibbs energies and the relative energies of alkyl radicals of a given
structural class of alkanes. Moreover, we demonstrated that highly accurate computational methods are essential to
probe the chemistry of alkyl radicals. Finally, the large number of chemical reaction energy data as well as the energy
trends obtained in this study can aid in optimizing the gas phase side reactions of different chemical processes of
industrial relevance (including alkane DH) involving alkyl radicals.
In another recent work, we investigated the reaction mechanisms of non-oxidative propane DH on various sites (Figure
2a) of low-index surface facets of -Al2O3 using Density Functional Theory (DFT) calculations and first-principles
molecular dynamics simulations.3 We identified the binding energy of dissociated H2 as an activity descriptor for
alkane DH and developed structure-activity relationships, explaining the dependence of DH activity on the strength
of surface Lewis acid-base properties. Based on our results, a volcano relationship (Figure 2b) between catalytic
activity and dissociative H2 binding energy was discovered for propane DH, unraveling a site-dependent catalytic
behavior on -Al2O3, with a concerted surface mechanism being preferred to a sequential one on the most sites.
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Figure 2. (a) Top view of the different aluminum-oxygen site pairs on the -Al2O3 (100) and (110) surface facets. (b) Log(TOFs) of propane
DH on the different site pairs for the mechanism exhibiting the highest TOFs. Red points represent sites on the (100) and blue points on (110),
facets of γ-Al2O3, respectively. * represents the AlIII-OIII site pair on the hydroxylated (non-reconstructed) metastable surface of γ-Al2O3 (110).
** indicate the AlIII-OIII site pair of the reconstructed hydroxylated surface of γ-Al2O3 (110). The aluminum atoms of the site pairs shown in
parenthesis are expected to be hydroxylated (blocked) under experimental DH conditions.

Moreover, towards understating the effect of surface hydration of -Al2O3 on DH activity, we studied alkane DH in
presence of surface hydroxyls (from water dissociation). Our results demonstrated that although surface hydration in
general blocks strong Lewis acid-base pairs on (110) -Al2O3 surface, the presence of hydroxyl groups can enhance
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the propane DH activity of a “defect site pair” (AlIII-OIII) of the metastable surface. Furthermore, molecular dynamics
simulations demonstrated that the poisoning of active sites by hydrogen is unlikely under experimental conditions.
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Figure 3. Methane activation energy profiles on γ-Al2O3 (100) facet via (a) polar and (b) radical pathways.
challenge. Our most
recent work has focused on elucidating the C-H activation mechanism of methane on
various sites of low-index surface facets of -Al2O3.4 The feasibility of C-H activation
on different metal-oxygen (acid-base) site pairs was assessed through DFT calculations
through two plausible mechanisms, the radical and polar. As shown in Figure 3, the
polar mechanism is energetically preferred over the radical mechanism for C-H
activation of methane on all the sites of (100) and (110) facets of -Al2O3. The effect of
surface hydroxylation on C-H activation was also investigated. We demonstrated that
the electronic structure (s- and p- band centers) can be used to probe the site-dependent
Lewis acidity and basicity of the surface aluminum and oxygen sites. Furthermore, we
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recent work in collaboration with University of Oxford, UK, we studied the conversion
of furans into aromatics. Using DFT calculations we elucidated the energetically preferred mechanism for the DA
reaction between furan and ethylene in a network of competing reaction pathways.2
This ACS-PRF DNI project partially supported in the second year, one graduate student (GS), one postdoctoral (PD)
researcher, and 3 undergraduate (UG) students. The project impacted the careers of the researchers as follows: the GS
successfully defended his PhD thesis and joined Northwestern University as a postdoctoral researcher; PD was trained
in a new research area that comprises one of his future research thrusts as he is applying for faculty positions; 1 UG
graduated and joined Baylor grad school and the rest 2 UGs were inspired by petroleum research and will be applying
to graduate schools/petroleum-companies this Fall. Finally, this project has significantly aided the PI in opening a new
research area in his group, that of alkane DH and methane activation. Importantly, through this research1 the PI was
named “Emerging Investigator” by the ACS Journal of Chemical & Engineering Data his contributions were
highlighted in the scientific community (Figure 4).
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